
POINT OUT TO THE DELEGATES THAT THERE IS NO ROOM TO EXTEND AND THE 
ADAPTATION HAS TO INTERNAL.

Hand out the case study sheets (1 sheet between 2 delegates)

Read the case study to the delegates.

And only after this, hand out the drawing (1 between 2 delegtes)

Then go to the next slide (drawing of existing property) and leave it up on the screen 
while the delegates are doing the case study)
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FEEDBACK SESSION

Explain this is a real case – from an OT.  The mother wanted the son at home as didn’t 
want to have to travel to respite care all the time BUT because of right-to-buy, there 
were very few council properties left in the area and none of these wheelchair 
accessible. So this property has to be made to work as mother does not want to 
move far away and separated from family and support networks.

OT was asked to see if could be possible to adapt the property sufficiently. Not 
possible to extend due to proximity of other properties to the side and lack of 
sufficient space to the rear.

Ask delegates (in pairs) to talk through what they thought worked with the property 
and what they thought didn’t work.

Ask what their ideas for adapting are?

THINGS TO TRAINER TO RAISE (IF DELEGATES DON’T ALREADY DO SO):

Front door to property is opposite the stair case.
Line across threshold indicating stepped access.



Turning circle for young man likely to be very large – ask them to measure it on the 
drawing (should be 2 M)
Fireplace can be cut back so as to increase circulation space within room (for TFL) but 
it has to be supported from above otherwise chimney will collapse.
Is it realistic to install TFL (either internal or external)?  He is in tilt and space chair so 
unlikely lift would be large enough. Also, he has periods of vomiting etc so would be 
very unsafe traveling alone and also if lift broke down.
The inversion of the property was a very cheap adaptation as the drainage etc hardly 
needed to be moved and not many doorways, hallways etc needing adapting.
Carer just had a z-bed in the client’s room – needed to be awake most of the time so 
separate bedroom not needed.

Ethical issue:  might be better for young man to be in respite where there are more 
sounds and stimuli, rather than in a room on his own, away from the mother etc.  OT 
was not very happy with this scheme for this reason. Felt it was serving the needs of 
the family rather than the client (young man) and that the client did not have capacity 
to express his wishes. In this case, who should decide what’s best?
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SKIP TO NEXT 2 SLIDES FOR BIGGER VIEWS OF EACH FLOOR
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ADAPTATION – GROUND FLOOR
Property inverted so that Kitchen and sitting room moved upstairs (for the mother) 
and son has facilities downstairs, such as:

New front entrance via the bedroom and set of double doors leading to outside
X-y (H) tracking between profiling bed and shower room
Double doors + half leaf leading into bathroom. Transfer from bed to shower trolley 
and then wheel him into shower area.
WC provided but this for carer and also for disposing of any MRSI related waste…
Any other adaptations?
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ADAPTATION – FIRST FLOOR

Mother in her 60s so possible issue might be her ability to continue climbing stairs 
over time.
Downside is that Mother and son are very separated from each other and son is 
isolated downstairs.
Because the kitchen and bathroom have just been inverted, then not a particularly 
expensive adaptation as drainage can remain relatively unchanged.


